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1.1 Introduction
MANET’s (Mobile ad-hoc networks) represents a new generation of wireless
networks that unlike any other wireless network before doesn’t rely on a pre-existing
infrastructure, but rather each node acts as a host and a router as well creating its own
routes on-the-fly through some newly developed routing protocols such as AODV
(Ad Hoc On Demand Distance Vector), DSDV (Destination-Sequenced DistanceVector), OLSR (Optimize Link State Routing) and DSR (Dynamic Source Routing)
enabling a unique way of direct communication among these nodes even in areas that
lacks the ability to create a central point of access such as military environment,
emergency operations fields, and personal area networks [i].
Although quite useful and full of potential MANET’s still suffers from common
wireless media transmission issues and some new struggles due to the consistently
changing topology and dynamic routing nature. Thus making MANET’s a target to a
variety of attacks some of which are present in traditional wireless networks such as
attacks threatening network confidentiality (e.g. IP spoofing, Man In The Middle and
Denial of Service attacks), while other attacks targeting MANET’s specifically (e.g.
Black Hole, Grey Hole, Worm Attacks) [ii].
Black Hole attacks is considered the most threatening MANET attack, and to
mitigate such a threat a variety of solutions has been proposed, one of which is
Sequence Number Filtering that allows detection and prevention of black hole attack.
To prove the effectiveness of proposed solutions, researchers tend to use
simulation tools (e.g. OPNET, OMNET, NS2, etc...) in order to save time and effort
needed to test their algorithms functionality. We are using Network Simulator 2 to test
a proposed solution, namely the Sequence Number Filtering solution.

1.2 Problem Statement
MANET’s faces a great challenge overcoming security vulnerabilities
exploitations, some of the aforementioned vulnerabilities were patched and a handful
of security countermeasures were introduced to defend against MANET’s targeting
attacks. Even though one attack in particular the Black Hole attack still prove to be an
issue regarding network security, an attack that dramatically affects the performance
of the network rendering it totally useless. Although many solutions (techniques and
algorithms) were introduced in this field, there’s still a strong need for enhanced
solution.

1.3 Research Objectives and Questions
This research aims to provide an honest review of one Black Hole detection and
prevention technique and test the ability of Sequence Number Filtering Technique
ability in mitigating black hole attack negative effects on the mobile ad-hoc network.
The research questions can be stated as follows:
a. What are the major threats and attacks to Mobile ad-hoc networks?
b. What are the proposed detection and prevention techniques for black hole
attack?
c. How the Sequence Number Filtering Method is effective in mitigating Black
Hole?

1.4 Research Methodology
In this research a study of an existing black hole detection and prevention
technique is introduced. To test the Sequence Number Filtering technique we use
Network Simulator 2 to simulate a MANET under normal AODV, MANET’s under
some nodes using a black hole infected AODV (Black Hole-AODV) and MANET’s
under some nodes affected by Black Hole-AODV, and other nodes using AODV with
Sequence Number Filtering solution. The results of simulation are analyzed and
plotted using X-Graph tool.

1.5 Thesis Structure
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 surveys MANETs
Security issues in general and Black Hole Attack in details. Chapter 3 provides the
details of research methodology. Chapter 4 surveys black hole detection and
prevention techniques.
Chapter 5 includes the simulation of the proposed solution and results of the analysis.
Finally chapter 6 represents conclusion and future work.

1.6 Thesis Scope
This research main scope is detection and prevention of single black hole
attack in Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks, in the presence of a single malicious node, using
Ad-Hoc on Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol.
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